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Manner and non-manner (clausal) readings of adverbs are closely associated with adverb placement. 

Specifically, when pre- and postverbal placement is possible, manner readings are associated with the 

postverbal position while clausal interpretations are linked to the preverbal position (e.g. Ernst 1984, 2002; 

Cinque 1999). 

 

(1) Lynn raced down the hallway quickly. (manner) 

(2) Lynn quickly raced down the hallway. (clausal; aspectual) 

(from Ernst 2002: 85) 

 

The clausal readings can be of various semantic types and verbs such as quickly and slowly are said to yield a 

temporal or aspectual interpretation in the sense that the adverbs locate an event with respect to some 

reference time. Such temporal readings of postverbal adverb placement can also be shown to contrast with 

spatial readings associated with final placement, which is especially noticeable with verbs which readily 

allow spatial and temporal readings, such as approach. 

 

(3) Undecided and still bent over towards her he became aware of the patter of running feet, 

 approaching fast. (spatial; from British National Corpus) 

(4) With a deadline fast approaching, he is madly trying to buff up his term paper on John Updike. 

 (temporal; from Corpus of Contemporary American English) 

 

Thus spatial and temporal notions can be encoded in word orders related to adverb placement. This includes 

-ly adverbs such as quickly and rapidly, but also the adverb fast, despite previous assertions that 

aspectual/temporal interpretations are unavailable to it (Eszes 2009, Schäfer 2001). When pre- and 

postverbal adverb positions are both available, the factors determining the selection of either include the 

speaker’s intended semantic reading – temporal or spatial (Guz 2014). An interesting observation to make is 

that the correlation pairings preverbal–temporal and postverbal–spatial are in line with the more general 

semantic pattern that preverbal adverb positions can have non-manner clausal readings, while postverbal 

positions tend to have manner interpretations. 

 This paper will examine a number of adverb-verb combinations which can be read temporally or 

spatially, such as (fast) approach (fast), to gauge the strength of the association of adverb placement and 

temporal/spatial reading. We will establish the frequency with which preverbal and postverbal adverb 

positions are associated with temporal and spatial readings respectively. As will be demonstrated with 

quantitative data, this is a statistically significant semantico-syntactic pattern in corpora of modern English. 
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